
FROM YOUR BLOCK SET

 12 bricks, 3 cubes, 3 small
prisms

 Some small trees (optional)

 3 small figures – in this 
session, we have used mini 
Matryoshkas (Russian dolls) 
but you can use any small 
figures that you have 

 An A3 sheet of paper or 
some chalk or masking tape 
(in case you need them –
see the session notes)

 Kolobok (a small ball with a 
smiley face) 

 Builder’s Hat and 
Inspector’s Glasses

15–20 minutes

SHORT PATH, LONG PATH

Houses for Matryoshkas (Building by Imitation – Copycat All at Once)

Put three small Matryoshkas/figures for your child onto a truck, and ‘drive’ the truck into the space where you are 
going to play. Ask your child to help you build houses for them because they have nowhere to live. Put 3 cubes 
and 3 prisms on the table. Model the procedure to build houses for them. Pick up a cube and say: This cube will 
be the house. Put a prism on top of the cube and say: This prism will be the roof. So I have a small house for my 
Matryoshka!

Ask your child to build a house for each of the other 2 Matryoshkas. Then arrange the houses so that each house 
is approximately 5 bricks away from a neighbouring house. Add some trees around the houses if you have some.

Give your child the Matryoshkas to place next to the houses that they have built. Explain: The Matryoshkas are 
very good friends and want to visit each other. But the ground between their houses is very muddy and slippery. 
If the Matryoshkas go visiting they will get very dirty and they might slip, fall and hurt themselves. Make the 
point by demonstrating one Matryoshka ‘falling over’ and ‘crying’.

Ask your child for ideas to help the dolls to get to each other’s houses safely. Agree that the Matryoshkas need 
dry, clean, safe paths. Ask your child to help you build a path from the house you built to the 2 houses that they 
built, in turn. Place a brick next to your Matryoshka's house in the direction of one of the other houses. Give your 
child a brick and ask them to place it next to yours. Give them more bricks to continue the path until it is 
completed (5 bricks in total).

CONTINUED ON THE NEXT PAGE

Your child can place the building blocks together precisely.
Your child can build long and short paths, and use ‘long’, ‘short’, ‘longer’ and ‘shorter’ meaningfully.
Your child can take on the roles of builder/inspector.
Your child can work cooperatively.

To foster the development of skilful building with blocks
To develop knowledge and understanding of paths and their functions 
To introduce concepts of comparative length (long/longer and short/shorter) 
To teach children to build by imitation and by example  
To develop cooperative skills
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If your child does not connect a brick precisely face to face against the preceding brick, straighten it so that it fits exactly and explain: We have to be very 
careful when we make paths. We must fit the bricks very accurately, matching them exactly and precisely so that there are no cracks between. Otherwise, 
the Matryoshkas might trip and fall!

Now give your child 5 more bricks to build a path connecting the final house with one of the other houses.

If your child finds this difficult, you can provide more support using some masking tape or chalk on the table to mark straight lines connecting the houses. 
Show them how to form paths by placing the bricks along the lines. Alternatively, you can draw locations for the houses on a sheet of A3 paper, connect 
them with straight lines, and have the children build directly on the pre-planned layout.

Long and Short Paths (Building to Meet Given Criteria)

Ask your child to put on the Builder’s Hat and take on the role of Builder. You (or another child) should take on the role of Inspector and put on the 
Inspector’s Glasses. 

Explain: The Builder has received instructions for a job. He must build two paths, one long and one short. The Inspector’s job is to check that the paths have 
been made correctly and accurately.

Ask the Builder to start building. When the paths are ready, show them how Kolobok can help the Inspector check the paths. Roll Kolobok along a path,  
making suitable comments, for example: Kolobok likes this path very much – it is smooth and straight and he can roll along it without any bumps at all!

Now the Inspector needs to check that one path is long and the other is short, and then use Kolobok to test the quality of all the paths. When all the paths 
have been tested (and corrected if necessary), have the Builder and Inspector swap roles.

Can we make it longer? Can we make it shorter? (Analysis and Explanation)

Look at the paths that you and your child have made and discuss them. Ask: So can we make a path longer? How can we do this? (Add more blocks). Can 
we make a path shorter? How can we do this? (Take away blocks).

Allow your child time to play with the Matryoshkas, their houses and all the paths, if they so wish.

SHORT PATH, LONG PATH – continued
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